Position Description

In this position you will lead the implementation of Personetics analytical solutions at some of the largest bank in the world. You’ll be required to interact with both technical expert and senior managers; analyze business requirements and estimate impact on project timelines; analyze client available data and determine quality; validate technical decisions meet project objectives; bridge between client IT, business and Personetics internal teams; manage the implementation lifecycle and ensure the project meets deadlines; post production you will be responsible for analysis of usage metrics and ensure overall success of the deployment.

Requirements

- Must have experience in project leadership position.
- Must have experience in a professional services position.
- Must have experience with secure online/mobile applications.
- Business/Data analysis experience
- Strong analytical and problem solving skills
- Strong interpersonal, communication, facilitation and presentation skills
- Ability to work independently and with minimal supervision
- Relevant education: MBA graduate and/or Project Management certification; Bachelor in Computer Science or equivalent background in programming.
- Demonstrated ability to work in a small team setting
- Technical knowledge (knows the lingo – can speak to technical experts)
- Financial industry experience (retail banking, credit card, prepaid) – an advantage
- Proficient in Hebrew מדבר עברית – an advantage

To respond, please send your resume to jobs@personetics.com; Due to the number of resumes received, we will only respond if your experience closely matches the requirements of the particular position.